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The realization of nonclassical states is an important task for many applications of quantum infor-
mation processing. Usually, properly tailored interactions, different from goal to goal, are considered
in order to accomplish specific tasks within the general framework of quantum state engineering. In
this paper we remark on the flexibility of a cross-Kerr nonlinear coupling in hybrid systems as an
important ingredient in the engineering of nonclassical states. The general scenario we consider is
the implementation of high cross-Kerr nonlinearity in cavity-quantum electrodynamics. In this con-
text, we discuss the possibility of performing entanglement transfer and swapping between a qubit
and a continuous-variable state. The recently introduced concept of entanglement reciprocation is
also considered and shown to be possible with our scheme. We reinterpret some of our results in
terms of applications of a generalized Ising interaction to systems of different nature.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum state engineering is a necessary preliminary
step in many applications of quantum information pro-
cessing (QIP). The realization of nonclassical states of
discrete as well as continuous variables (CV) is often re-
quired as an off-line resource in protocols for quantum
computation and communication. As an example, the
preparation of Schro¨dinger cat states of a CV system is
one of the key ingredients in the performance of coher-
ent state quantum computation [1, 2]. Very recently,
efficient proposals for the realization of Schro¨dinger cat
states have been put forward [3]. On the other hand, an
entangled coherent state of two field modes [4] serves as a
quantum channel in the realization of teleportation-based
coherent state-quantum computation [5, 6]. In these last
years, the use of hybrid quantum registers made up of
systems having different nature (i.e. spanning Hilbert
spaces of different dimensions) has been recognized to be
a useful way to improve the flexibility of a physical de-
vice. Both the manipulability and the robustness against
decoherence in computation and communication are of-
ten improved by a hybrid setup. Therefore, the necessity
of performing quantum state engineering involving sys-
tems of different nature is raising increasing interest in
the QIP community.
A usual requirement in the context of quantum state
engineering of coherent states is the availability of ef-
ficient sources of nonlinear interactions. Unfortunately,
the current state of the art is such that only small nonlin-
ear rates can be attained. This represents a big hindrance
not only for the creation of nonclassical states but also
for single-photon quantum computation. Ways to nearly-
deterministically bypass this bottleneck have been envis-
aged with the simulation of nonlinear interaction by pho-
todetection [7]. More recently, Munro and coworkers [8]
showed an efficient way to perform all-optical quantum
computation using single photons by adopting the quan-
tum non-demolition (QND) measurement technique us-
ing a low cross-Kerr nonlinearity and strong amplitude
coherent field.
Even though this represents a major step forward in
the field of manipulating the state of travelling-light
waves, the proposal in [8] is not the only situation where
the use of nonlinearity-based QND can be successfully
exploited. In cavity-quantum electrodynamics (cavity-
QED), a very similar technique involving a bosonic sys-
tem in a coherent state and a fermionic system in a
two-dimensional state has already been experimentally
demonstrated. In particular, Bertet et al. [9] measured
the Wigner distribution of a Fock state based on the the-
oretical proposals [10], which exploit cross-Kerr-based
QND techniques and, very recently, Maioli et al. per-
formed Rydberg atom counting based on QND measure-
ment [11]. It is worth stressing that, differently from a
running field, the nonlinearity rate achievable in cavity-
QED is large enough not to require exceedingly long in-
teraction times or intense light fields.
In this paper, we investigate further on the use of cross-
Kerr QND interactions by suggesting theoretical proto-
cols for the implementation of effective quantum state en-
gineering in a cavity-QED setup. In all the schemes sug-
gested here, the synergy between two-level and infinite
dimensional systems is the key element. We address ex-
plicitly the transfer of entanglement between subsystems
of different nature, thoroughly analyzing the conditions
for the maximal transfer of entanglement. This results
in the proposal for entanglement transfer from discrete
to CV systems and the adaptation of the recently pro-
posed protocol for entanglement reciprocation [12], which
achieves a complete ebit of a two-qubit state starting
from a CV entangled state. The inherently hybrid na-
ture of the cross-Kerr interactions treated here allows us
to design a simple scheme for entanglement swapping [13]
between discrete and CV entangled states. The possibil-
ity of using the resulting state for building up effective
quantum repeaters [14] for long-range communication is
briefly sketched.
2The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Section II we briefly describe the formal approach to
the interaction between an atom and a coherent state
of a cavity field-mode at the basis of the effective cross-
Kerr interaction. Section III is devoted to information
transfer, which serves as a basic building block to be
used for the other tasks analized in our work. These are
mainly entanglement transfer, approached in Section IV
and entanglement reciprocation, which is the center of
Section V. Section VI shows that the trasnfer and recip-
rocation scheme can be generalized in such a way that
an initial entanglement corresponding to n ebits can be
mutually exchanged between matter and light. Finally,
in Section VII we fully exploit the hybrid nature of the
QND model used here to suggest a suitably modified ver-
sion of an entanglement swapping protocol. Section VIII
remarks on the ingredients required in the physical imple-
mentation of our protocols and outlines our main results.
II. INTERACTION MODEL
In this Section, we briefly describe how the cross-Kerr
effect is achieved in a cavity-QED system. We con-
sider a two-level atom with excited and ground states |e〉
and |g〉 respectively, interacting with a single-mode cav-
ity field with bosonic annihilation (creation) operators aˆ
(aˆ†). The atomic transition frequency is ω0 and the fre-
quency of the cavity field mode is ω while the interaction
rate between the two subsystems is indicated by λ. In
the interaction picture and under the rotating-wave and
electric dipole approximations, the Hamiltonian of the
system is
Hˆ =
1
2
δ(|e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g|) + λ(aˆ†|g〉〈e|+ aˆ|e〉〈g|), (1)
where δ = ω0 − ω denotes the detuning between the
two-level atom and the cavity field. In the ordered atomic
basis 〈e| = (1, 0), 〈g| = (0, 1), the time-evolution opera-
tor Uˆ = e−iHˆt =
(
Uˆ11 Uˆ12
Uˆ21 Uˆ22
)
is given by the following
explicit expression [15]
Uˆ =

cos Ωˆn+1t− iδ sin Ωˆn+1t2Ωˆn+1 −iλaˆ sin ΩˆntΩˆn
−iλaˆ† sin Ωˆn+1t
Ωˆn+1
cos Ωˆnt+ iδ
sin Ωˆnt
2Ωˆn

 .
(2)
Here, we have introduced the effective Rabi frequency
Ωˆn =
√
(δ2/4) + λ2nˆ (3)
with the photon-number operator nˆ = aˆ†aˆ. Inspired by
the idea of QND interactions [16], Brune et al. [17] pro-
posed an experimental realization in cavity-QED using
the model whose evolution is described by Eq. (2). For
this purpose, a dispersive interaction characterized by a
large detuning δ has been considered rather than a res-
onant one. These are exactly the sort of working condi-
tions we want to adopt in this paper. Under the condition
δ2/4≫ λ2n¯, λ2∆n, where n¯ and ∆n are respectively the
average photon number of the cavity field and the corre-
sponding variance, the Rabi frequency is dominated by
the detuning and only the diagonal terms in Eq. (2) are
non-negligible, reading
Uˆ11 ≈ e−iΩˆn+1t, Uˆ22 ≈ eiΩˆnt.
In order to better gather the explicit form of the effective
time-evolution operator, we consider the approximation
Ωˆn ≈ δ2 + λ
2
δ nˆ and move to a frame rotating at a fre-
quency equal to the detuning δ. In these conditions, the
evolution operator Eq. (2) of the atom-field system be-
comes
Uˆr ≡ e−i λ
2
δ
t(nˆ+1)|e〉〈e|+ eiλ
2
δ
tnˆ|g〉〈g| (4)
which clearly shows that no energy exchange between the
atom and the field occurs. Just the phase of the atomic
state changes depending on the intensity of the cavity
field mode. This is the key for the QND interaction not to
destroy the photon number during its measurement. This
is in perfect analogy with the evolution operator for the
cross-Kerr coupling Uˆck = e
iκtaˆ†aˆbˆ†bˆ between two modes
a and b with the coupling strength κ. A big technical
difference between these two models is that, while κt is
extremely small in current optical-fibers (frequently used
in order to achieve photon-photon coupling, in running-
wave configurations), λ2t/δ can be large large enough to
guarantee an effectively large phase-shift within the de-
coherence time of the system at hand [17]. This is an
important reason which makes the cavity-QED realiza-
tion of QND attractive. Recently, based on this disper-
sive interaction between a field and an atom, Wang and
Duan [18] proposed to engineer Schoro¨dinger cat states
and Toscano et al. [19] suggested a Heisenberg-limited
measurement of displacements and rotations.
Throughout the paper, we assume that the cavity is
initially prepared with a coherent state |α〉 of ampli-
tude α ∈ C which is routinely done, experimentally,
by coupling an external coherent field with the cavity.
As a coherent state is a superposition of number states
with the Poissonian weight, |α〉 = e− |α|
2
2
∑∞
n=0
αn√
n!
|n〉,
applying the evolution operator in Eq. (4) to the joint
state of discrete and CV systems for the interaction time
λ2t/δ = pi/2, we find that
|e〉|α〉 Uˆ−→ −i|e〉| − iα〉, |g〉|α〉 Uˆ−→ |g〉|iα〉, (5)
which shows the conditional phase-shift achieved by the
initial coherent state. These transformations will be fre-
quently used throughout this paper as the central ingre-
dients of our protocols.
3III. INFORMATION TRANSFER
By rescaling the atomic energy in such a way that
Eg = 0, with Eg being the energy of the ground state of
each atom, it is straightforward to see that the Hamilto-
nian of the system can be written so that the correspond-
ing time-evolution operator reads Uˆr = e
−2iλ2
δ
tnˆ|e〉〈e|.
This form of the coupling Hamiltonian, which has been
discussed in many contexts of quantum optics and quan-
tum information processing [6, 10], is here reinterpreted
as the generalization of the Ising interaction between two
qubits. This latter has the structure UˆI = e
−iχσˆ1z σˆ2z ,
where 1 and 2 are the labels for the two qubits, χ is
the interaction rate and σjz is the z-Pauli operator for
qubit j = 1, 2. Evidently, neither UˆI nor Uˆr describe an
effective exchange of excitations between the subsystems
they involve. Just a conditional phase-shift is applied, as
a result of these two time-propagators, on the joint state
of the two subsystems. As the Ising interaction is the ba-
sis of the theoretical approach to quantum information
processing with cluster states [20], this formal reinterpre-
tation paves the way toward an interesting analysis of the
quantum state transfer, quantum entanglement transfer
and entanglement reciprocation in terms analogous to
the mechanisms which rule the propagation and manip-
ulation of information in a cluster state-based scenario.
The following discussion, which is taken from the gen-
eral cluster state formalism [20, 21], serves as a building
block for the description of the information entanglement
transfer protocols with Eq. (4).
In order to transfer a (normalized) single-qubit quan-
tum state, |ψ〉 = a|0〉1+b|1〉1 of qubit 1 to qubit 2 (logical
states {|0〉 ≡ |g〉 , |1〉 ≡ |e〉}j, j = 1, 2 and a, b ∈ R, for
simplicity), we first prepare 2 in the balanced superposi-
tion |+〉 = (|0〉 + |1〉)/√2. Then, we apply UˆI , which is
equivalent to a control-phase operation that, for χ = pi,
gives a phase-flip only when both the qubits are in |1〉.
The joint system is thus in the quantum state
|Ψ〉12 = a|0,+〉12 + b|1,−〉12.
By performing a projective measurement on {|±〉1}
(with |−〉1 = (1/
√
2)(|0〉−|1〉)), the output state of 2 be-
comes a|+〉2 ± b|−〉2, corresponding to the measurement
outcome ± respectively. Depending on the outcome of
the measurement, a conditional unitary operation on 2
is applied, in order to retrieve perfectly the information
initially encoded in the state of qubit 1. For the out-
come +, 1l has to be applied to qubit 2 while, for the
outcome −, the application of σˆx is required (where σˆx is
the x-Pauli operator). After these conditional correction
operations, the state of 2 becomes a|+〉 + b|−〉. Notice
that the initial qubit is now encoded in the eigenstates
|±〉 of σˆx rather than in the energy eigenstates. The
conversion into this basis can be accomplished with the
application of a byproduct operator [20, 21] corresponding
to a Hadamard transformation, which rotates the state
into the original basis {|0〉, |1〉}.
In complete analogy to the above discussion, a com-
plete state transfer to a coherent state of the cavity field
can be accomplished, through Uˆr in Eq. (4), by apply-
ing a modified version of the above protocol. The ini-
tial information-encoded qubit a |0〉+b |1〉 is now allowed
to interact with a coherent state of the cavity field |α〉
through Eq. (4) for an interaction time λ2t/δ = pi/2,
leading to the joint state
(a |0〉+ b |1〉) |α〉 Uˆr−→ 1√
2
(a |g〉 |iα〉 − ib |e〉 |−iα〉). (6)
A projection of the qubit state onto the y-Pauli ma-
trix σˆy eigenstates |±〉y = (1/
√
2)(|g〉 ± i |e〉) leads to
the state N+(a |iα〉 − b |−iα〉) (for an outcome |+〉y)
or N−(a |iα〉 + b |−iα〉) (for an outcome |−〉y), where
N± = (1 ± 2abe−2|α|2)−1/2. By remarking that, already
for |α| ≥ 2, 〈iα| − iα〉 ≃ 10−4, the resulting states repre-
sent information-encoded quasi-qubit states. Differently
from the case where the information-receiver was a qubit,
in this instance the wrong relative phase appearing in
correspondence to the |+〉y outcome can be corrected by
applying a z-rotation in the Hilbert space of the qubit
spanned by {|iα〉 , |−iα〉}. This rotation can be formally
performed by exploiting the technique developed in [2, 6].
In our cavity-QED setup, we need the injection of an ex-
ternal, amplitude-controlled coherent state into the cav-
ity, which can be done as explained in Ref. [17]. However,
as our tasks are not related to quantum computation but
to communication and information transfer, it is enough
to assume here a conservative approach based on just the
postselection of the events leading to the |−〉y outcomes.
IV. ENTANGLEMENT TRANSFER FROM
ATOMS TO CV
The basic principles described in the previous Section
can be adapted and exploited in order to transfer quan-
tum correlations initially in a two-qubit state to the sepa-
rable state of two cavity field-modes. The task is relevant
and interesting as the creation of an entangled channel
of a CV state is one of the focus points in quantum state
engineering with CV. Recently, a considerable interest
has been directed toward the achievement of particular
regimes of interaction between matter and light to be
used for the purposes of generating entangled coherent
states [22]. On the other hand, here the approach is dif-
ferent as our task would be the transfer of correlations
already present in an ancillary state onto the joint state
of a bipartite mode-field. Such a scenario is made possi-
ble by the ease with which entangled pairs of atoms can
be created in microwave cavity-QED, as reported in [23],
where the entangling technique has been also extended
to the generation of three-particle entanglement.
We consider two atoms, labelled as 1 and 2, in the max-
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FIG. 1: Quantum circuit scheme of the protocol for entangle-
ment transfer from a pair of entangled qubits to two initially
separable coherent states. The wave-line represents the en-
tanglement initially between the qubits (inner lines). The
symbols for the conditional phase-shift gates implemented by
the cross-Kerr nonlinear interactions are shown with the cor-
responding phase-shift. We also include the atomic-state de-
tectors (which perform projections onto the eigenstates of σˆx).
imally entangled state (generated as an off-line resource)
|ψ+〉12 = 1√
2
(|eg〉+ |ge〉)12 . (7)
As a receiving two-mode CV system we can consider ei-
ther two separate single-mode microwave cavities or a
single bimodal cavity. In the first situation, the protocol
we are going to describe works with two cross-Kerr inter-
actions performed in parallel. The second configuration,
on the other hand, would imply a sequence of atomic
passages. The atomic detunings can be set in such a way
that, if we label the field-modes as a and b, the effective
interaction configuration would involve the pairs (1, a)
and (2, b), with the interaction being ruled by Eq. (4) for
each pair. The initial state of the cavity fields is taken
to be |ψ〉ab = |α, β〉ab so that the composite system is in
the state
|Ψ〉1a2b = 1√
2
(|e, α, g, β〉+ |g, α, e, β〉)1a2b . (8)
In what follows, δAf represents the atom-field detuning
with A = 1, 2 and f = a, b. The working conditions
we adopt here are such that, for a sequential passage of
atoms 1 and 2 through a bimodal cavity, |δ1b|, |δ2a| ≫
|δ2b| = |δ1a|. Obviously, this condition can be relaxed
for a parallel realization involving two separate cavities.
The atom-field interaction is arranged in order to satisfy
the evolution Cˆ1ap ≡ Uˆr(λ
2t
δ1a
= pi2 ) and Cˆ
2b †
p = Uˆr(
λ2t
δ2b
=
−pi2 ), where the latter condition is possible by setting the
detuning δ2b < 0. The state of the composite system is
thus given by
∣∣∣Ψ(pi
2
)〉
=
i√
2
(−|e,−iα, g,−iβ〉+ |g, iα, e, iβ〉) . (9)
The information about the atomic state is now written
onto the CV state. In order to extract just the state of the
field-mode, we perform a measurement over the atomic
part of |Ψ(pi/2)〉 by projecting it on the basis |±〉1 |±〉2
with |±〉j = (|e〉 ± |g〉)j/
√
2, (j = 1, 2). Ignoring the
global phase of i, the output state of the two-mode field
is given by
Nα,β,− (| − iα,−iβ〉 − |iα, iβ〉) for (±,±) (10)
Nα,β,+ (| − iα,−iβ〉+ |iα, iβ〉) for (±,∓). (11)
with Nα,β,± being proper normalization factors. For a
large enough amplitude of the coherent states involved
in Eqs. (10) and (11), these states manifestly show that
entanglement is present. However, we wish to know
whether or not this entanglement is maximal, and so
to establish the conditions for optimality of the entan-
glement transfer protocol, given that we started with an
initial atomic ebit. In the following analysis we thor-
oughly investigate the conditions under which an ebit is
encoded in a two-mode entangled coherent state.
A. Complete ebit for an entangled coherent state
For simplicity of the argument, let us assume two
modes having the same amplitude γ ≡ iα = iβ with
γ real. The states (10) and (11) are then simply
1√
2(1− e−4γ2) (| − γ〉| − γ〉 − |γ〉|γ〉) (12)
1√
2(1 + e−4γ2)
(| − γ〉| − γ〉+ |γ〉|γ〉). (13)
We find that the probability of getting the (+,+) or
(−,−) outcome is P++ = P−− = 14 (1 − e−4γ
2
) and
that of getting the (+,−) or (−,+) outcome is P+− =
P−+ = 14 (1 + e
−4γ2). Let us consider two orthogonal
bases |φ〉 = Nφ(|γ〉+ | − γ〉) and |ψ〉 = Nψ(|γ〉 − | − γ〉).
It is straightforward to see that, for the measurement
events (±,±), the field modes (12) can be written in the
form
1√
2
(|φ〉|ψ〉 + |ψ〉|φ〉), (14)
which is a maximally entangled qubit state. We can get
this maximally entangled state with probability 2P++.
However, it is not possible to find an effective orthonor-
mal qubit basis such that the state (13) is written as a
maximally entangled state. Indeed, by using the same
orthonormal basis exploited above, we get that Eq. (13)
can be reduced to the form
1√
N 4φ +N 4ψ
(N 2ψ |φ〉 |φ〉 +N 2φ |ψ〉 |ψ〉) (15)
with Nφ = [2(1 + e−2γ2)]− 12 and Nψ = [2(1− e−2γ2)]− 12 .
The von Neumann entropy (VNE) can be used as a mea-
sure of the entanglement in this pure effective two-qubit
5state. It is straightforward to see that VNE approaches
unity for a large enough amplitude of the coherent state
component of Eq. (13) whereas (12) carries one ebit re-
gardless of α.
More generally, the condition to assign a complete ebit
for an entangled coherent state can be written as follows.
A coherent superposition of a field mode f = a, b is
|ψ〉f = a|α〉f + b|β〉f . (16)
The state may be described in a two-dimensional Hilbert
space, spanned by {|α〉f , |β〉f}. The coherent states are
mutually nonorthogonal and one can find an orthonormal
basis [24] such as
|ψ+〉f = 1√
Nf
(
e−iφf/2 cos θf |α〉f − eiφf/2 sin θf |β〉f
)
,
|ψ−〉f = 1√
Nf
(
−e−iφf/2 sin θf |α〉f + eiφf/2 cos θf |β〉f
)
,
(17)
where Nf = cos(2θf ), sin(2θf ) = |f 〈α|β〉f | and
exp[−iφf ] =f 〈α|β〉f/|f 〈α|β〉f |. By inverting the above
relations, the coherent states can be written as
|α〉f = eiφf/2 cos θf |ψ+〉+ eiφf/2 sin θf |ψ−〉,
|β〉f = e−iφf/2 sin θf |ψ+〉+ e−iφf/2 cos θf |ψ−〉.
(18)
Suppose that we have an entangled coherent state,
|Φ〉 ≡ |α, α〉ab + eiψ |β, β〉ab, (19)
neglecting the normalization. This pure state carries one
ebit of entanglement if Trb(|Φ〉〈Φ|) ∝ 1 . Here Trf stands
for the partial trace over the two-dimensional Hilbert
space of the mode f . This condition is equivalent to
sin 2θa = sin 2θb,
ψ − φa − φb = (2n+ 1)pi, (20)
where n ∈ Z. For a state like ∣∣Φ¯〉 = | − iα,−iα〉ab +
eψ|iα, iα〉ab, we have θa = θb and φa = φb = 0. There-
fore, the condition that the entangled coherent state has
one ebit is reduced to ψ = (2n+ 1)pi. More generally, a
state having the form |Φ′〉 = |α, β〉ab + eiψ|β, α〉ab caries
one ebit if ψ = 2φ+(2n+1)pi, where e−iφ = 〈α|β〉/|〈α|β〉|.
The above analysis shows that the postselection of the
atomic detection events (±,±) allows us to achieve the
optimal performance of the entanglement transfer pro-
tocol. The initial atomic ebit is converted, by a process
involving cross-Kerr-based QND interactions and orthog-
onal projection of qubit states, to an entangled coherent
state carrying exactly one ebit.
V. ENTANGLEMENT RECIPROCATION FROM
CV TO ATOMS
In the previous Section, we have described a proto-
col to transfer an ebit of entanglement from a discrete
pi
2
pi
2−
H
H
β
x
0
0
σ
xσ
α+/−
+/−
FIG. 2: Quantum circuit scheme of the protocol for entan-
glement reciprocation between an entangled coherent state
of two modes (outer lines connected by the wavy line) and
two initially separable qubits. A complete ebit can be trans-
ferred from the field modes to the qubits. The symbols for
the Hadamard gates and the conditional phase-shift gates im-
plemented by the cross-Kerr nonlinear interactions are shown
(these latter with the corresponding phase-shift). We also
include the field-state detectors (which should discriminate
between ±ξ with ξ = α, β). Finally, some operations (in the
form of σˆx rotations) are required, conditioned on the result
of the field measurements and some classical communication.
variable to the joint state of two CV subsystems. The
opposite process, which should allow the retrieval of the
qubit entanglement, is denominated entanglement recip-
rocation [12]. In the context of Ref. [12], it has been
shown that a full ebit can be reciprocated to and from a
CV state through the use of a resonant atom-field inter-
action and appropriate postselection processes. Here we
extend these results to the case of the dispersive model
we use and show that a full reciprocation mechanism is
possible for a cross-Kerr interaction. On one hand, this
analysis allows us to stress the flexibility of the cross-Kerr
interactions in the context of quantum state engineering.
On the other hand, the results of this investigation re-
lieve the entanglement reciprocation mechanism from the
specific interaction model considered in [12], showing its
effectiveness for other, non-resonant interaction Hamil-
tonians. Once again, the basic building block will be
the use of cross-Kerr interaction in effective information
transfer processes.
In order to reciprocate the entanglement contained in
a CV channel (such as an entangled coherent state) to
two initially separable atoms, we consider a procedure
entirely similar to the qubit→CV entanglement transfer.
We suppose the fields are in a state equivalent to Eq. (10)
which, as we have already remarked in Section IVA, con-
tains exactly one ebit, and we prepare two atoms in the
product state of two σˆx eigenstates
|ψ〉12 = |+,+〉12. (21)
Now the state of the composite system is given by
|Ψ〉1a2b ∝ (|+,−iα,+,−iβ〉 − |+, iα,+, iβ〉)1a2b . (22)
The next step is the application of an effective Cˆ†p gate
to the pair (1, a), while Cˆp is applied to the atom-field
6subsystem (2, b). The state becomes
|Ψ〉 ∝ [(−|e, e〉+ |g, g〉) (| − α, β〉 − |α,−β〉)
+i (|e, g〉+ |g, e〉) (|α, β〉 − | − α,−β〉)] . (23)
In order to disentangle the CV state from the qubit
state we perform a measurement of the field modes by
projecting them onto {| ± α〉} and {| ± β〉}. If the phase
of both the fields is the same, the atoms are projected
onto the maximally entangled state Eq. (7). On the other
hand, if the phases are different, a conditional unitary op-
eration σˆy on the second atom has to be applied in order
to retrieve the form (7). Here we assume a measurement
that can perfectly discriminate the states {| ± α〉} and
{|± β〉}). While an effective procedure which can imple-
ment such a measurement is briefly described in the next
Section, here we stress that the efficiency of this scheme
obviously depends on the measurements performed on
the field modes, whose success probability depends on
the magnitudes of α and β. If |α| ≫ 1 and |β| ≫ 1,
the success probability approaches unity. Correspond-
ingly, the final atomic state will be pure and carry one
ebit. Otherwise, if the success probability is smaller, the
corresponding atomic state is mixed and only partially
entangled. In order to quantify the efficiency of the pro-
tocol and its resilience against this sort of imperfection,
we exemplify the results of a protocol where {|α〉 , |β〉}
are measured. The other cases can be treated in a man-
ner equivalent to the approach we are going to describe.
We model the measurement as a projection of the
state (23) performed by the operator
Πˆa⊗ Πˆb =
∫
dγ
∫
dδ |γ〉a〈γ|⊗ |δ〉b〈δ|Gγ(∆, α)Gδ(∆, β),
(24)
where Gµ(∆, χ) (µ = γ, δ and χ = α, β) are proper (nor-
malized) weighting function centered on χ and having
width ∆. This model accounts for the detection of a
coherent state which is not exactly the state we would
like to detect. For the sake of simplicity, we can as-
sume each weigthing function to be a normalized Gaus-
sian Gµ(∆, χ) =
1√
2pi∆
e−
(µ−χ)2
2∆ . It is obvious, however,
that the model (24) is independent of the actual choice
for these functions.
It is straightforward to prove that the normalized con-
ditioned qubit density matrix, after the detection event,
is given by
ρ12 =
1
P1 + P2
[P1 |φ−〉12〈φ−|+ P2 |ψ+〉12〈ψ+|
− iP3(|φ−〉12〈ψ+| − |ψ+〉12〈φ−|)]
(25)
where |φ−〉12 = (1/
√
2)(|gg〉 − |ee〉)12, |ψ+〉12 =
(1/
√
2)(|ge〉 + |eg〉)12 and Pj (j = 1, 2, 3) are real func-
tions depending on the overlaps 〈±α|γ〉 and 〈±β|δ〉 (for
definiteness we assume here α, β ∈ R). We are interested
in the fidelity Fψ+=12 〈ψ+| ρ12 |ψ〉12 which estimates how
close the two-qubit state is, after the measurement to
|ψ〉12. Analytically, we find
Fψ+ =
1 + e−
4(α2+β2)
1+2∆ − 2e− 2(1+∆)(α
2+β2)
1+2∆
(P1 + P2)(1 + 2∆)
(26)
with
P1 =
1
1 + 2∆
(e−
4α2
1+2∆ + e−
4β2
1+2∆ − 2e− 2(1+∆)(α
2+β2)
1+2∆ ),
P2 =
1
1 + 2∆
(1 + e−
4(α2+β2)
1+2∆ − 2e− 2(1+∆)(α
2+β2)
1+2∆ ).
The behavior of the fidelity against the width ∆, for
two choices of the amplitudes α, β of the coherent states,
is shown in Fig. 3. A considerable robustness of the
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FIG. 3: Fidelity of the conditioned atomic state against the
width ∆ of the weigthing functions in Eq. (24). Here, we
show the results for α = β = 2 (solid line) and α = β = 3
(dashed line). The robustness of the scheme for reciprocation
is dramatically improved for properly large amplitudes of the
coherent states.
scheme against imperfections in the CV-state detection
events is made evident for a proper choice of the ampli-
tude of the components of the CV part. Plots showing
analogous trends can be obtained regarding the entan-
glement in the atomic state and its purity: for α, β ≥ 3
a highly pure state carrying nearly one ebit of entangle-
ment can be obtained for values of ∆ up to 3. The cor-
responding state is extremely close to |ψ+〉12, as shown
by a fidelity-based analysis.
VI. ENTANGLEMENT TRANSFER TO CV
FROM MULTIPLE ENTANGLED ATOMIC
PAIRS AND RECIPROCATION
The entanglement transfer and reciprocation schemes
discussed in this paper can be easily extended to a mul-
tiple set of entangled atomic pairs. The trick is simply
to make successive pairs of entangled atoms interact with
their respective cavity fields for distinct amounts of time.
We start by representing the joint entangled state of n
atoms as
|Ψ〉12 = |ψ+〉⊗n12 =
1
2n/2
2n−1∑
x=0
|x, xc〉12, (27)
7where we have used the labeling |e〉 = |0〉, |g〉 = |1〉, and
x = x1x2...xn and x
c = xc1x
c
2...x
c
n are binary numbers. If
we start with the cavity fields in |α〉a and |α〉b, and make
each pair of atoms interact with the cavity fields for half
the time as the previous one in succession, we can obtain
the state
|Ψ(t)〉12,ab =
2n−1∑
x=0
|x, xc〉12|α(x)〉a|α(xc)〉b, (28)
where α(x) = αeipi(x1/2+x2/4+...+xn/2
n). Next all the
atoms are measured in the |±〉 basis. Say the outcome is
|+〉⊗n1 |+〉⊗n2 . Then the cavities are projected to the state
|Ψ(t)〉ab =
2n−1∑
x=0
|α(x)〉a|α(xc)〉b. (29)
If α ≫ 1/ sin(pi/2n), then the above is a 2n × 2n di-
mensional maximally entangled state. In other words
all the entanglement of the initial n-ebits stored in the
atomic states have been transferred to the fields. All
the other outcomes also give the same type of entan-
gled state apart from different relative signs between
the superposed components in |Ψ(t)〉ab. For reciproca-
tion of the entanglement back to the atoms, a set of
n atoms in each cavity are first prepared in the state
|+〉⊗n1 |+〉⊗n2 ≡ (
∑2n−1
x=0 |x〉1)(
∑2n−1
x=0 |x〉2). The previ-
ous pattern of interactions is now repeated, but with
opposite sign of the interaction (this can be achieved
by a |e〉 ↔ |g〉 followed by the original interaction).
Only for the term
∑2n−1
x=0 |x, xc〉12 in the expansion of
(
∑2n−1
x=0 |x〉1)(
∑2n−1
x=0 |x〉2), both cavity fields are going
to return to their original state |α〉a ⊗ |α〉b. Thus by
measuring the cavity fields, and obtaining the outcome
|α〉a ⊗ |α〉b (again assuming α ≫ 1/ sin(pi/2n), so that
this measurement is nearly one to an orthogonal basis),
one projects the atoms to the n pairs of ebits entangled
state |Ψ〉12. Thus the full amount of entanglement can
be reciprocated conditional on an appropriate outcome.
VII. ENTANGLEMENT SWAPPING
Let us suppose that a two-mode entangled coherent
state of the form Nα,α,−(|α〉 |α〉− |−α〉 |−α〉)a,b has been
created (for instance through the scheme described in
Section IV) between modes a and b. On the other hand,
we assume we have at our disposal a maximally entangled
qubit state, of the form in Eq. (7), of qubits 1 and 2. The
joint state will read
Nα,α,−√
2
(|e, α, g, α〉 − |e,−α, g,−α〉
+ |g, α, e, α〉 − |g,−α, e,−α〉)1,a,2,b.
(30)
pi
2
0/1
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a
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1
FIG. 4: Quantum circuit scheme of the protocol for entangle-
ment swapping. The wavy lines represent the entanglement
initially present in the bipartite state of modes a and b and
between the qubits 1 and 2. We also show the symbol for
the conditional phase gate between atom 2 and mode b. The
swapping process is completed by the measurement of these
two subsystems. The measurement of mode b, in particular,
is performed by a homodyne detection scheme as described in
the body of the paper.
We arrange a Cˆp ≡ Uˆr(pi/2) interaction between qubit 2
and mode b which will change the state above into
Nα,α,−√
2
(|e, α, g, iα〉 − |e,−α, g,−iα〉
− i |g, α, e,−iα〉+ i |g,−α, e, iα〉)1,a,2,b.
(31)
A homodyne detection discriminating between the dif-
ferent possible phases of mode b will project Eq. (31)
onto either (|e, α, g〉 + i |g,−α, e〉)1,a,2 or (|e,−α, g〉 −
i |g, α, e〉)1,a,2. Then, a measurement of qubit 2 on the
eigenbasis of σˆ2y projects these states onto superpositions
which can be always reconducted (through local atomic
unitaries) to the prototypical form
1√
2
(|g, α〉+ |e,−α〉). (32)
The state in Eq. (32) falls into the category of states
which can be represented by the general relation |g, α〉+∣∣e, eiϕα〉 with ϕ ∈ [0, pi]. The entanglement in this class
of states has been studied in detail in Ref. [25]. It is
possible to show that, for ϕ = pi and |α| ≥ 2, the von
Neumann entropy corresponding to the state (32) is ex-
actly one ebit. This implies that, under these conditions,
Eq. (32) represents a maximally entangled state, there-
fore implying that the entanglement swapping procedure
implemented by the scheme presented here is complete.
The homodyning of the cavity field-mode b can be per-
formed by injecting an external coherent state of ampli-
tude iα into the cavity. This will add to the pre-existent
coherent state in such a way that either the state |0〉b or|2iα〉b is obtained. Then a resonant interaction lasting
for a rescaled interaction time pi with an ancillary atom
prepared in its ground state |g〉 is required. If the field-
mode was in its vacuum state, the probability of finding
the atom in |g〉 will be strictly 1. On the other hand,
8for a large enough |α|, such a probability is smaller (be-
ing still non-zero because of the overlap between |0〉 and
a coherent state), allowing for the discrimination of the
phase of the cavity field.
The realization of the hybrid quantum channel in
Eq. (32) can find application in the realization of quan-
tum repeaters [14] between cavity modes. Suppose, in-
deed, that the atomic flying qubit interacts with another
cavity field-mode c of an independent cavity. The task is
the realization of an entangled channel of modes a and
c which allows for long-haul quantum communication.
The state transfer procedure described in Section III can
be used in order to achieve such a result and create a
two-mode coherent entangled state of a and c. The re-
alization of this scheme requires the passage of a single
atom through multiple cavities, which is foreseeable with
present state of the art microwave cavity-QED technol-
ogy [26].
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We have addressed the problem of quantum state engi-
neering with cross-Kerr nonlinearities implemented in a
cavity-QED based setup. This has allowed us to address
not only the case of systems spanning Hilbert spaces of
the same dimension but also the interesting situation of
a hybrid system of discrete and CV variables. In this
context, we have addressed different problems, such as
entanglement transfer and reciprocation in order to build
up discrete and CV channels for quantum communication
and computation. Entanglement swapping between a dis-
crete and a CV maximally entangled state has been ad-
dressed in order to consider the possibility of construct-
ing maximally entangled hybrid channels that can have
useful application in the context of quantum repeaters.
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